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a b s t r a c t
One of the large, unsolved problems in human genetics is the proportion of functional sequences in genomes. Recently, the encyclopedia of DNA elements consortium revealed that the majority of the genome
is biochemically active, which were described as biochemical functions. This has been used as evidence to
pronounce the death of the junk DNA concept. In evolutionary biology, junk DNAs are sequences whose
gain or loss does not seriously affect ﬁtness of the host organism. In the human genome, a large amount of
biochemical activity should be to repress the sequences so as to avoid their harmful expression. The biochemical activity is very different from functionality in the light of evolution. The single nucleotide polymorphism sites associated with disease and other phenotypes may be functional, but their abundance in
the active genome regions is not reliable evidence of functionality. Because of sequence-independent
functions, the proportion of functional regions would be underestimated when sequence constraints
are used alone. Knockout may be the most effective means of distinguishing functional sequences from
junk DNA.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The sequencing of the human genome has revealed that coding
sequences cover only about 1.2% of the euchromatic genome [1]. A
big unknown of this is the estimate of non-coding sequences that
are functional. A systematic approach to identiﬁcation of the functional sequences was initiated in 2003 for this reason. Now, an
encyclopedia of DNA elements (ENCODE) has been published for
the human genome [2]. The vast majority (80.4%) of the genome
was found to have some sort of biochemical activity (e.g. RNA transcription, transcription-factor-binding, chromatin structure, and
histone modiﬁcation) in at least one cell type. Given that the project assayed only 147 of the hundreds of human cell types, the total
amount of active sequence is surely underestimated. One likely
estimation is that almost all of the genome is biochemically active
[3]. The ENCODE consortium has maintained that the majority of
the human genome may affect cellular and large-scale phenotypes
and thus should be as described as having biochemical functions.
This conclusion was further interpreted as the death knell for the
junk DNA concept [3–5]. The human genome now seems to be perfectly designed, as advocated by creationists. In this paper, we ﬁrst
review the inaccuracy of this interpretation of biochemical activity
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as evidence against the junk DNA concept and then discuss alternative strategies for the estimation of the proportion of DNA with
biological functions.

2. Differences between biochemical activities and biological
functions and relevance to the junk DNA concept
Using extensive biochemical analyses, the ENCODE consortium
found that the vast majority of the human genome was not inert
but rather involved in various biochemical activities [2]. In addition to the 39.54% of the genome that is made up of protein-coding
genes, they found that intergenic sequences were widely transcribed. In total, transcriptionally active sequences made up 62%
of the genome. The addition of transcription factor binding sites,
DNase I hypersensitive sites, methylated DNA, and other regions
that showed evidence of regulation and interaction brought this
ﬁgure up to 80.4% [2]. It is very likely to approach 100% if all cell
types and all DNA-binding proteins are assayed [3]. In fact, there
is one biochemical activity that is already known to cover the entire human genome, DNA replication. DNA sequences are replicated simply because of their existence in the nucleus, without
any implications regarding their functionality. In the other extreme, a small proportion of the genome, coding for proteins,
rRNAs, and tRNAs, is not only biochemically active but also has
unquestionable biological function. The debate is whether the
transcription of unknown non-coding RNAs, the binding of tran-
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scription factors, methylation, and other biochemical activities are
really convincing evidence of functionality.
First, transcriptional activity is very different from biological
functionality. Not all transcription has a functional purpose. Transcription may be repressive transcription [6]. In many eukaryotes,
the transcription of non-coding RNAs from heterochromatic regions and repetitive elements is required for the formation of
repressive chromatin structures within these loci [7,8]. The repressive transcription of these loci indicates that active expression of
them is probably harmful, at least in the cell types in which the
repressive transcription was observed. Further evidence is required
to determine whether these loci are transcribed in other types of
cells for functional purposes. Although we do not know the exact
rate at which repressive transcription takes place in the human
transcriptome, at least, it is inaccurate to assign functionality using
transcriptional processes alone.
In addition, many eukaryotic transcripts are recognized as aberrant mRNA and thus degraded by mRNA surveillance mechanisms
[9,10]. These aberrant transcripts may have been caused by either
expression errors of functional genes or the transcription of aberrant genes or non-genetic sequences. Although the transcription
and degradation of these aberrant RNA transcripts are surely costly
to the cells, they are not necessarily eliminated by natural selection. In organisms with small effective population sizes like humans and mice, the accumulation of neutral and slightly
deleterious sequences is inevitable. For example, the transcription
of introns exerts an energetic burden upon the organism. However,
quantitative estimation of the energetic burden of a long intron in
a highly expressed human gene indicate that the energetic cost is
still too negligible to be an effective force to reduce intron size [11].
DNA methylations and histone modiﬁcations are signs of
repression in transposable elements [12–15]. Because transposable
elements occupy almost half of the human genome, it is natural
that repressive activities would be detected in numerous parts of
the human genome. Like repressive transcription, DNA methylation and histone modiﬁcations do not indicate anything about
the biological functions of the loci.
DNase I hypersensitivity is a good marker of chromatin accessibility, which facilitates the recruitment of transcriptional machines
and regulatory proteins. The binding of transcription factors to a
given region indicates that transcription is being regulated in that
region. These biochemical activities are evidence of the transcriptional potential of the loci and nearby sequences. If the transcription of numerous loci is as minimally regarded as biological
function, these activities, which are hallmarks of transcriptional
potential, may not be useful indicators of biological function.
On the other side, we have deﬁnite evidence for the function of
some non-coding sequences. For example, the RNAs transcribed
from mouse B2 and human Alu SINEs were found to bind RNA
polymerase II and switch global gene expression upon cell stress
[16]. And the more simple repeats, microsatellites, have direct role
in chromatin organization [17]. Undoubtedly, many regions of the
parts of the genome that ENCODE found to have biochemical activity are actually functional. However, biochemical activity itself is
not reliable evidence of the proportion of functional sequences in
the human genome [18]. The ENCODE results cannot demonstrate
or even provide evidence that the human genome is perfectly designed in either the creationist or evolutionary sense. As a concept
in evolutionary biology, the junk DNA survives after ENCODE.

3. Association with human disease or other phenotype is not
deﬁnite evidence of biological function
In recent years, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have
linked thousands of DNA variations to hundreds of human traits
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ranging from normal phenotypes to diseases. Most of these variations are found in non-coding regions. Using a detailed map of the
biochemical activities of non-coding regions in the human genome,
the ENCODE consortium makes a large step from the identiﬁcation
of associations to the interpretations of underlying causality [5].
For example, they found that 12% of GWAS single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) sites are in transcription-factor-occupied regions
and 34% in DNase I hypersensitive regions [2]. The enrichment of
the GWAS SNPs in the active regions of the genome is much stronger evidence of functionality for the non-coding regions than the
biochemical activity.
However, cautions must still be taken before claiming that
these regions are functional. First, the 4492 GWAS SNP sites make
for a very low coverage on the active non-coding regions observed
by the ENCODE consortium. For example, the transcription-factorbinding regions that cover 231 Mb contain only 539 GWAS SNP
sites. One SNP site corresponds to 429 kb of transcription-factorbinding region, on average. As transcription-factor-binding sites
are typically 10 nt long [19], we might deduce the functionality
of a non-coding region with 10 bases (or even 100 bases) from
an SNP site. However, it is too bold to assign functionality to a
429 kb segment solely by the presence of a trait-associated SNP.
Second, not all diseases or phenotypic traits are selectively visible. In organisms, like humans, the force of natural selection declines with age, especially after reproductive stage. Alleles that
are neutral at young ages but deleterious at old ages could accumulate in population. A collection of the diseases and phenotypic
traits associated with these alleles is senescence. This is the evolutionary mechanism of aging proposed as the mutation accumulation model [20]. Evidence for this model is accumulating [21,22].
In this way, the existence of the SNP sites in association with these
traits and the regulatory elements involved in the expression of
these traits are not maintained by natural selection. Their presence
in and absence from the human genome are regulated by chance.
They are not necessary for the survival of humans as a species.
Therefore, the enrichment of the GWAS SNP sites in the active regions of the genome is not solid evidence for functionality.
In addition, an association between any SNP site and any given
disease does not necessarily indicate that the DNA region is functional with respect to normal phenotypic features. A loss-of-function mutation can convert a normal phenotypic trait into a
disease trait. The existence of this type of SNP has implications
for the functionality of the locus. In contrast, gain-of-function
mutations create disease from nothing. The existence of this type
of SNP shows the mutational hazard of the loci but it does not have
any implications for functionality.

4. Functional sequences include but are not limited to
sequences under purifying selection at the nucleotide level
As discussed above, it is not appropriate to deﬁne the proportion of functional sequences as the proportion of sequences with
biochemical activity. More reliable ways of distinguishing functional sequences from junk DNA are discussed below.
If a DNA element is functional, its loss, gain, or change will affect the ﬁtness of the host organism. Purifying selection takes place
to preserve the element in the genome. That is, the element is under evolutionary constraints. In the light of natural selection, sequence conservation has usually served as a proxy for
functionality [23,24]. Recent surveys of sequences under purifying
selection showed that 5% of the human genome is conserved across
all mammals and 4% is subject to lineage-speciﬁc constraints
[25,26]. The coding sequences make 1.22% of the human genome
[1,2]. When the 9% constraint sequences are considered as functional regions in the human genome, the non-coding part area is
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about 6.4 times the size of the coding area. That is, 6.4 kb of noncoding sequences carry out the expression and regulation of 1 kb
of coding sequences. The gene expression and regulatory machine
is not unimaginably simple.
Many highly conserved elements had not been found to be biochemically active in previous studies [27,28]. This was used as a
reason to abandon sequence constraint as a proxy for potential
function [28]. Now, the reason is not sound because the ENCODE
results indicate that all the human genome are biochemically active [2,3].
Although the sequence constraint could be used as a proxy for
potential functionality, we believe that this method underestimates the proportion of functional sequences if it is limited to
counting constraints at the nucleotide level. Many non-coding sequences may be retained in the genome because of their sequence-independent effects on ﬁtness. A number of hypotheses
have been proposed regarding possible sequence-independent
functions of non-coding sequences. Here are some examples. The
nucleoskeletal theory of the evolution of genome size proposes
that a large amount of non-coding sequences exist because of their
role in determining nuclear volume [29]. It was also proposed that
introns may be retained in eukaryotic genes because of their ability
to reduce transcription-associated damages to nearby exons
[30,31]. A more reliable hypothesis is that the transcription and
splicing of introns may be one mechanism by which the temporal
expression of various genes is regulated [32–35]. Recently, the introns in the mouse gene Hes7 were found to cause a 19 min delay
in its expression [36]. Removal of the introns abolished the oscillating expression of the gene, leading to severe segmentation defects
in mouse development [36]. In addition, the exon–exon junction
complexes deposited on mRNA transcripts during splicing are required for the recognition of aberrant mRNA molecules with premature translation-termination codons in mammals [10]. The
speciﬁc nucleotide sequences of the introns are not required, but
the introns are retained in the genome because their splicing products provide markers for the mRNA surveillance process. Introns
and their splicing have been found to enhance gene expression
[37,38]. However, whether expression changes in most genes are
under natural selection is still in debate [39,40]. It is premature
to regard the enhancing effect as an adaptive role of introns.
In addition, there are many non-coding RNAs (like the U12-type
snRNAs [41]) that are conserved in secondary and higher structures, but not in the nucleotide sequences.

5. Knockout may be the most effective strategy for determining
functional sequences
Compared with the strategies discussed above, knockout may
be more effective to understand the function of a gene or a DNA
segment. By comparing the knockout organism to a wild-type
organism, deﬁnite conclusion on the functionality of the knockout
sequence could be approached. However, the interpretation of
knockout results must be made cautiously if only a limited number
of experimental conditions have been tested. In yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) grown in rich medium at 30 °C, only 15% of the protein-coding genes were found to be essential for growth [42].
However, assays of the knockout strains under 1144 different sets
of chemical conditions indicated that nearly all yeast genes are
essential to the survival of the yeast organism in nature [43]. Similar patterns have been observed for the spliceosomal introns of S.
cerevisiae. The majority of introns can be removed without serious
effects on growth under laboratory conditions, but these same introns may be required for growth under stress conditions [44,45].
In humans, many experiments are not practical. However, exhaustive knockout experiments can be carried out in mammals such as

monkeys. Then the proportion of functional sequences in the human genome can be approximately estimated.
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